Digital Photoframe Instructions
Introduction
Your photoframe is a simple-to-use product that brings you digital photos to your living room to share with family and friends. In just minutes, you can go
from snapping a photo to viewing it full screen on your Digital Photo Frame. You can preview your Digital Images one at a time, play in a continuous,
automatic slideshow, or you can even play .mpeg movies.
Special features:







Ultra bright screen
Great viewing angles
Remote control
Slide transitions
Real time clock







Plays mpeg movies
Plays mp3 files
Plays background music
Auto start feature
Solid construction & under 2” thin

Proper Care:
Frames are sensitive and require extreme care. Use extreme caution when hanging the frame. Make sure it is securely hung before you let go. They are not
meant for traveling. Keep sharp objects and water away from the frame. Hold the entire unit from front to back when moving. To clean, use a non ammonia
lcd cleaner sprayed lightly on a towel and wipe gently.
Other things to keep in mind
Use indoors only

Keep away from heat sources & direct sunlight

Surface mount to wall only for adequate cooling, not for recessed or enclosed installation.

Frame has sharp corners and edges. Use care when handling

Keep away from water sources

Keep away from small children

Keep sharp objects away from screen

Turn unit off before taking out the memory card (YOU MAY DAMAGE YOUR CARD

IF YOU DON’T TURN IT OFF)

Take care when inserting memory cards, do not bend the pins

Make sure it is plugged int a surge protector or unplugged during bad weather

Do not press in the back of the frame. It will damage the internal electronics.

Do not carry the framewhile the power is on

Do not delete any of the pre installed software

Do not upload software from 3rd parties without our consent

Certain images may cause epileptic seizures. Use with caution
Memory Cards:
After you’ve take photos with your digital camera, you need to remove the memory card according to your camera’s instructions.





Put your memory card into the frame
Position the card in the correct direction with the pin holes going into the frame
Make sure you are sliding into the correct tracks
Be sure not to force any cards into a slot, This will damage the pins.

Note : The slot is designed to accept a memory card only if inserted in the right direction. If the card does not slide in easily, check that you are positioning it
properly - Do Not Force it into the slot. If you force the card into the slot, you will cause damage to the card, and possibly the frame.

